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Shop our Founder’s Closet: Giving for Good Charity Auction
In support of the Giving for Good International charity auction launch, our Women’s Federation for World
Peace Founder, the Mother of Peace, has donated 10 gorgeous items from her own closet (featured
below). One of the most frequent comments we hear after she makes an international appearance is how
radiant she looks, and where they could find such an outfit. Well, this auction is for you!
Did you know that the clothing industry is the second largest producer of pollution in the world, just
after the oil industry? And that statistically, only 20% of textiles are recycled or reused worldwide. This means
26 billion pounds of clothing goes to landfill each year, the majority of which is made of non-biodegradable,
synthetic material.
To address this major factor in the climate crisis, the Giving for Good project encourages buying and
selling secondhand, and brings awareness to the impact our purchasing power has on the well-being of our
planet. Together, each of our actions can help break the cycle of over-consumption and pollution of our planet.
We invite you to share your support of this important project by browsing the auction and our
Founder’s closet below, and placing your bids between now and February 13, 2021. After this date the
auction will close, and items will go to the highest bidder.
All proceeds from the charity auction will go to projects of Women's Federation for World Peace, International,
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit. Free shipping is included for locations within the United States and Canada. Additional
charges will apply for other shipping locations or specially shipped items.
To learn more about the humanitarian impact the Giving for Good project has already made throughout the
world, visit www,givingforgoodinternational,org/impact.
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